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Subject of investigation is the construction of a basis Bn for the group of
cyclotomic units of the nth cyclotomic field. These bases have the property that
Bd Bn for d | n. For this purpose the notion of weak _-bases of a module with an
involution operating on it is introduced. The weak _-basis of a special module then
leads via explicit given isomorphisms to the desired bases for the group of
cyclotomic units.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
For n # N let =n be a primitive nth root of unity and D(n) the multi-
plicative group generated by the elements 1&=kn with k0 mod n modulo
roots of unity in order to avoid torsion. The group of cyclotomic units C (n)
is defined as the subgroup of D(n) containing the elements which are units
in Z[=n]. This group has been often subject of investigation ([2], [3], [6],
[7], [8], ...) and is well known in the case that n is the power of a prime.
In the past, Ramachandra [5] found a system of independent units in
C (n) for general n generating a subgroup of finite index. Later, Kuc era [4]
constructed a basis for C (n) using the notion of distributions. Here, a
different approach is used which leads to a basis for C (n) and C ()=
n # N C (n).
We consider free Z-modules M with an involution _ operating on it and
show different methods to construct bases for M+=MkerM (1+_). We
further introduce special systems of modules which are defined as a set of
triples (Md , Ed , nd)d # 2 where 2 is an ordered indexing set, the Md are
modules, Ed Md and nd : Ed  t<d Mt is a mapping for each d # 2.
Explicit conditions are given how to handle the combination
L=\d # 2 Md+< :d # 2 (r+nd (r); r # Ed) (1)
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of the system, and we work out how to construct a basis for L+ using
special bases, the so called weak _-bases of the modules Md (Ed).
For well chosen input parameters 2, Md , Ed and nd we obtain as com-
bination a module L(n) for which an isomorphism L(n)+ $D(n) holds.
This leads via weak _-bases of the modules Md (Ed) to a basis for D(n)
which can be easily modified to a basis for the group of cyclotomic units
C (n). By this construction, we obtain a basis Bn for C (n) such that Bd Bn
whenever d | n. This leads obviously to a basis for C ().
In the last section there is a short discussion about further applications
of these methods. These are the explicit construction of the relations in C (n)
and similar results for the Stickelberger ideal as for cyclotomic units.
2. WEAK _-BASES
For a set B, a finitely generated module M and a mapping !: B  M we
say that B induces a basis of M if the set [!(b); b # B] is a basis of M.
Saying that some set is a basis of M includes that M is free. We assume
further that an involution _ operates on each module. The involution then
defines the two modules M&=MkerM (1&_) and M+=MkerM (1+_).
A weak _-basis of a module M is defined as a triple [E0, E+, E&] of
subsets of M such that the union B=E 0 _ _E 0 _ E+ _ E& is disjoint, B is
a basis of M and the two conditions
(i) _e#e mod (E0 _ _E 0) for e # E+
(ii) _e#&e mod (E 0 _ _E 0) for e # E&
hold. We write B=[E 0, E+, E&] for short.
We state some results about weak _-bases which can be
straightforwardly proved. For details see [1].
(I) E0 _ E+ induces a basis of M+ and E0 _ E& induces a basis of M& .
(II) The values m+=m+ (M)=|E+| and m&=m& (M)=|E &| are
invariants of M. They are independent of a special choice of E+ or E &.
More concretely, m+ is the dimension of the F2 -vector space H 0 (_, M),
and m& is the dimension of H1 (_, M).
(III) Let C=[F 0, F +, F &] a weak _-basis of a second module L.
Then [G0, G+, G&]M_L with
G0=(E0_C) _ (E+_F 0) _ (E&_F 0),
G+=(E+_F +) _ (E&_F &),
G&=(E+_F &) _ (E&_F +)
induces a weak _-basis of ML.
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(IV) Let x be one of the symbols + or &. Given an exact sequence
of free modules
0  M  L  K  0 (2)
the following three statements are equivalent:
(i) The sequence (2) splits over _.
(ii) The sequences 0  M+  L+  K+  0 and 0  M&  L& 
K&  0 are exact.
(iii) The equation mx(L)=mx(M)+mx(K) holds.
Moreover, if (i)(iii) hold and C=[F 0, F +, F &]L induces a weak
_-basis of K we obtain from (I ) and by the commutative diagram
0 ww M ww L ww K ww 0
(3)
0 ww Mx ww Lx ww Kx ww 0,
that E0 _ Ex _ F 0 _ F x induces a basis of Lx .
Repeated application of (IV) leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let x # [+, &] and 0=L(0)L(1) } } } L(i) } } } L
an ascending chain of modules with L=i=0 L
(i). Suppose that for every
i # N there exists a module M (i) such that the sequence
0  L(i&1)  L(i)  M (i)  0 (4)
is exact and splits over _. If B (i)x L
(i) induces a basis of M (i)x for all i # N
then i=1 B
(i)
x induces a basis of Lx .
For the rest of this section let 2 be a finite or countable, partially
ordered indexing set whose ordering can be completed. We assume further
that [d # 2; dt] is finite for every t # 2. Examples are the set of all
divisors of a number n # N or N itself ordered by divisibility.
Definition 2.2. For every d # 2 let Md be a module, Ed a subset of
Md with _Ed =Ed and nd : Ed  t<d Mt a mapping. We call a system of
triples (Md , Ed , nd)d # 2 a MEn-system.
Let N$d=t<d Mt and Q$d=t<d (r+nt (r); r # Et)N$d . We call
the MEn-system 1 combinable, if the mappings nd can be extended to
_-homomorphisms
n d : (Ed)  N$d Q$d . (5)
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In this case 1 defines the module L=NQ with N=t # 2 Mt and
Q=t # 2 (r+nt (r); r # Et). We call L the combination of 1.
Definition 2.3. In the case that 2 is finite we say that 1 splits over _
if m+ (L)=d # 2 m+ (Md (Ed) ). If 2 is infinite we say that 1 splits over
_ if (Md , Ed , nd)dt splits for every t # 2.
Theorem 2.4. If Md (Ed) is free for all d # 2 then the combination L
is also free. Under the additional assumption that 1 splits over _ we have for
x # [+, &] that if B (d )x Md induces a basis of (Md(Ed) )x for each d # 2
then d # 2 B (d )x d # 2 Md induces a basis of Lx .
Proof. We complete the ordering of 2 and therefore assume that 2=N
or 2=[1, ..., n] with the canonical ordering. For i # 2 _ [0] let Ni=
M1  } } } Mi and
Qi= :
i
j=1
(r+n j (r); r # Ej)Ni . (6)
We show first Qi & Ni&1=Q i&1 . We have q#e # Ei :e (e+ni (e))
mod Qi&1 with :e # Z for q # Qi . Because n i is a homomorphism modulo
Qi&1 it follows
q#r+n i (r) mod Qi&1 (7)
with r=e # Ei :ee. Reducing (7) modulo Ni&1 and assuming q # Ni&1 we
get r=0. This implies n i (r)=0 in (7) which leads to q # Qi&1 .
From Qi & Ni&1=Qi&1 we deduce inductively Q & Ni&1=Qi&1 where
Q=i # 2 Qi . So we have an ascending chain of modules
0=N0Q0N1 Q1N2 Q2 } } } NQ (8)
with exact sequences
0  Ni&1 Qi&1  N i Qi  Mi (Ei)  0. (9)
The claim of the theorem follows by Lemma 2.1 if we prove that (9) splits
over _. Let xi=m+ (Ni Q i) and y i=m+ (M i(Ei) ). For all exact sequences
we have xixi&1+ yi and the assumption that 1 splits gives (in the case
that n is finite) ni=1 x i= yn . Putting this together we obtain xi=xi&1+ y i
which implies by (IV) that (9) splits over _. The infinite case can be
reduced directly to the finite case. K
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In the case that 1 does not split over _ it is possible to save the construc-
tion by introducing the notion of a derived MEn-system.
Definition 2.5. Assume that 0 is an element which is not in 2. Let the
ordering on 2 _ [0] be defined by saying that 0 is smaller than any d # 2.
Then we set 2D=[0] _ [t # 2; t  D] for D # 2 and define the derived
MEn-system 1 (D)=(Md , Ed , nd)d # 2D by the settings M0=tD Mt ,
E0=tD [r+nt (r); r # Et] and n0 #0.
With this definition we see directly:
Lemma 2.6. If 1 is combinable then 1 (D) is combinable and the combina-
tions of 1 and 1 (D) are identical.
3. THE CYCLOTOMIC MODULE
For a finite subset S of a module M we write 7(S) for s # S s. Further,
let Gd=[1a<d; (a, d)=1].
Definition 3.1. For n>1 we define the cyclotomic module Z(n) as
follows:
If n= p prime then Z( p)=(Gp)(7(Gp)).
If n=q= p: with :>1 then Z(q)=(Gqp) (Ap)(7(Ap)) with
Ap=[0, ..., p&1].
If n=q1 } } } qr where qi are powers of distinct primes then Z(n)=
Z(q1) } } } Z(qr).
We define the operation of _ on b # Gd by _b=d&b and on a # Ap by
_a= p&1&a. By this Z(n) becomes a module with an involution _.
With (III) from the previous section it is possible to construct weak
_-bases of Z(n) by weak _-bases of Z(q). Table 1 gives a weak _-basis for
Z(q).
The rank of Z(q) is (by Table 1) .(q)&.(qp) where . is Euler’s func-
tion. Therefore the rank of Z(n) is >p | n (.( p:p)&.( p:p&1)) where p runs
over all prime divisors of n and :p is the exponent of p in n.
Lemma 3.2. There is an isomorphism Z(n)$(Gn)Rn . The submodule
Rn of (Gn) is generated by En=[s(n, p, a); p | n with p prime, a # Gnp] with
s(n, p, a)=7([x # Gn ; x#a mod (np)]). (10)
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TABLE I
Weak _-bases of Z(q)
module weak _-basis
Z(2) [<, <, <]
Z( p), p{2, p prime [[2, ..., ( p&1)2], <, [1]]
Z(4) [<, <, [(1, 0)]]
Z(q), q= p:, :>1, [[(b, a); 1b< 12 qp, p |% b, 1a< p], <, <]
p prime, q{4
Proof. We arrange the prime factors pi of n such that
n= p:11 } } } p
:t
t pt+1 } } } pr (11)
with :i>1 for i=1, ..., t. Further we set qi= p:ii if i=1, ..., t and qi= pi else.
Let
S=Gq1 p1 _Ap1 _ } } } _Gqt pt _Apt _Gpt+1_ } } } _Gpr . (12)
It is obvious by the definition of the tensor product that Z(n) is isomorphic
to (S) modulo suitable relations. We show that S is as set isomorphic to
Gn . Using the bijection between S and Gn it can be shown directly that the
sums of (10) correspond one to one to the sums used in Definition 3.1.
We obtain S$Gn by combining isomorphisms ! i and ’ in the following
way:
Gq1 p1 _Ap1_ } } } _Gqtpt _Apt _ Gpt+1_ } } } _ Gpr
!1 !t id id (13)
Gq1 _ } } } _ Gqt _ Gqt+1_ } } } _Gqr
’
Gn
The maps !i for i=1, ..., t are explicitly given by !i (b, a)=ap:i&1i +b. The
map ’ is defined by the Chinese remainder theorem, that means ’&1 is the
map a [ a mod qi in each component Gqi , i=1, ..., r. K
We observe that a weak _-basis of Z(n) can be constructed with the
bases of Table 1 and (III) as a subset of S. We give an example how such
a basis looks like. A complete list can be found in [1]. In the case that n
is odd and square free [F 0, F +, F &] is a weak _-basis where
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F 0= .
r
i=1
[(1, ..., 1, ai , ..., ar) # Gp1 _ } } } _Gpr ; 1<ai< pi 2
and 1aj< pj&1 for j=i+1, ..., r],
F +=[(1, ..., 1)] for r even and F +=< for r odd,
F &=[(1, ..., 1)]"F +.
In the sequel we write N=N _ [] and agree that the set of all d with
d |  means N (and not N).
Definition 3.3. For d # N let Md=(Gd) . If d is not a prime we denote
by Ed Md the set of the sums s(d, p, a) as in Lemma 3.2. For d prime we
define Ed=<. On Ed we define the mapping
nd : Ed  
t | d, t{d
Mt , s(d, p, a) [ {&[dp; a][dp; p&1a]&[dp; a]
if p2 | d,
if p2 |% d
(14)
where [m; x] denotes y # Gm with x# y mod m.
For n # N we call the MEn-system 1(n)=(Md , Ed , nd)d | n the nth
cyclotomic system.
Lemma 3.4. Let n # N . Then 1(n) is combinable.
Proof. We have to show that it is possible to extend each nd to a
homomorphism modulo Q$d=t | d, t{d (r+nt (r); r # Et) . In order to do so
we have to investigate the relations between the elements of Ed .
The module Z(n) is the tensor product of modules (A)R with suitable
sets A where either R is equal zero or is generated by 7(A). In the special
case Z(n)$(M1 R1) (M2 R2) where R1 and R2 are generated by the
sum of the free generators of M1 and M2 respectively, the isomorphism
(M1 R1) (M2 R2)$(M1 M2)(R1 M2+M1 R2) and (R1 M2)
& (M1 R2)=R1 R2 show that the only relation between the sums is
given by the double sum over the generators of M1 and M2 . By induction
and applying the isomorphism of Lemma 3.2 we obtain in the general case
that all relations are given by
:
x#a mod dp$
x # Gd
s(d, p, x)= :
x#a mod dp
x # Gd
s(d, p$, x) (15)
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where p and p$ are two different primes dividing d. So we have to check
:
x#a mod dp$
x # Gd
nd (s(d, p, x))# :
x#a mod dp
x # Gd
nd (s(d, p$, x)) mod Q$d (16)
which is done by a straightforward calculation. K
In the sequel we denote by L(n) the combination of 1(n). For finite n
the module L(n) is isomorphic to a module introduced in [6]. We shall
use this isomorphism to determine the _-cohomology of L(n).
Lemma 3.5. Let n>2 and r be the number of prime factors of n. Then
we have:
(i) H0 (_, L(n))${F
2r&1&1
2
F2r&22
if n2 mod 4,
if n#2 mod 4.
(ii) H1 (_, L(n))${F
2r&1&r
2
F2
r&2&r+1
2
if n2 mod 4,
if n#2 mod 4.
Proof. A similar claim is given in [6], Theorem 2 for a module
A=VU where V is the free module over [e(1), ..., e(n&1)] and U is
generated by elements
a(d, x)=e(dx)& :
d&1
&=0
e \x+& nd+ (17)
with d | n and x=1, ..., nd&1. We show A$L(n).
We have L(n)=NQ where N=d | n Md and Q=d | n (r+nd (r);
r # Ed). The bijection Gd % a [ e(and ) shows N$V.
With s(d, p, b) as in (10) the isomorphism Q$U is verified by showing
that s(d, p, b)+nd (s(d, p, b)) maps to &a( p, bnd ) and noting that the
elements a( p, x) where p is prime generate already U. This follows from the
relation
a(dt, x)=a(d, tx)+ :
d&1
j=0
a \t, x+ j ndt+ , (18)
for dt | n, d>1, t>1 and 1x<ndt. K
Lemma 3.6. Let n # N .
(a) 1(n) splits over _ if and only if n0 mod 4.
(b) For n#0 mod 4 the system 1(n) (4) splits over _.
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Proof. For n=1 and n=2 Lemma 3.6 is obviously valid, and we
assume n>2 for the rest of the proof.
For d # N we define g(d )=>p | d (.( p:p)&.( p:p&1)) where :p is maxi-
mal with p:p | d and . is Euler’s function. Induction gives .(n)=d | n g(d ).
1(n) is defined as a MEn-system (Md , Ed , nd)d | n and we set Yd=
Md (Ed) . So we have
0 if d=1,
Yd={(Gd) if d is prime, (19)Z(d ) otherwise.
By elementary computations in the first two cases and from Definition 3.1
in the third case we calculate the rank and the invariants mx of the Yd
which are summarized in Table 2 where r(d ) denotes the number of distinct
primes dividing d.
Therefore we have
2r&1&1 if n#1, 3 mod 4,
:
d | n
m+ (Yd)={2r&1 if n#0 mod 4, (20)2r&2 if n#2 mod 4.
with r=r(n) the number of distinct primes dividing n.
The number m+ (L(n)) is the F2 -dimension of H 0 (_, L(n)). So by
Lemma 3.5 we find m+ (L(n))=d | n m+ (Yd) if and only if n0 mod 4
and part (a) of Lemma 3.6 follows.
In the case n#0 mod 4 and n{ we have m+ (L(n))+1=
d | n m+ (Yd). By definition, 1(n) (4) is formed by replacing the modules Y2
TABLE II
Invariants of Yd
m+ m& rank
d=1 0 0 g(d )&1
d=2 1 0 g(d )+1
d=p an odd prime 0 0 g(d )+1
d=u or d=4u where u is odd,
square free and 2 | r(d ) 1 0 g(d )
d not prime, d=u or d=4u where
u is odd, square free and 2 |% r(d ) 0 1 g(d )
all other d 0 0 g(d )
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and Y4 with L(4). Part (b) follows with m+ (L(4))=m+ (Y4)=0 and
m+ (Y2)=1.
The case n= follows directly from the finite case. K
4. CYCLOTOMIC NUMBERS
We denote as in the introduction by D(n) the group of cyclotomic
numbers. Especially we write D()=d # N D(n).
Lemma 4.1. Let n # N . Then the sequence
0  T  L(n)(1&_) L(n) w+ D(n)  1, (21)
where T is the torsion group of L(n)(1&_) L(n), is exact. The
homomorphism + is defined by the maps +d : Gd  D(n), a [ 1&=ad for d | n
where =d is a primitive dth root of unity such that =d==tdt whenever d | t.
Proof. We write L(n)=NQ such that we have N=d | n Md and
Q=d | n (r+nd (r); r # Ed).
We will first show that + is well defined. Because of the isomorphism
L(n)(1&_) L(n)$N((1&_) N+Q) we have to show that (1&_) N
and Q are mapped by + to unit roots.
v For (1&_) N this follows from (1&=ad)(1&=
&a
d )=&=
a
d .
v The generators of Q correspond to relations which arise by taking
norms in cyclotomic fields. If Nd, p for p | d denotes the relative norm from
Q(=d) to Q(=dp) we have for d{ p that
Nd, p (1&=ad)= ‘
c#a mod dp
c # Gd
(1&=cd)={1&=
a
dp
(1&=adp)(1&=
a$
dp)
if p2 | d,
if p2 |% d
(22)
with pa$#a mod dp in the case p2 |% d. Note that these relations can be
derived directly from the polynomial identity > p&1&=0 (1&x=
&
p)=1&x
p.
The module Q is generated by elements s(d, p, a)+nd (s(d, p, a)). Noting
that s(d, p, a) is mapped under + on the product in the middle of (22) and
&nd (s(d, p, a)) is mapped to the right side of (22) the claim follows.
Up to now we have shown that + is well defined and obviously + is sur-
jective. It remains to show that the kernel of + is indeed the torsion group
of L(n)(1&_) L(n).
We look only at the case n<. The case n= follows directly by
reducing to the finite case. Because D(n) is free it is sufficient to show that
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the rank of the free part of L(n)(1&_) L(n) is equal to the rank of D(n).
In Lemma 5.2 we will show that rank(D(n))= 12.(n)+r&1 where r denotes
the number of primes dividing n. The module M+ is the free part of
M(1&_) M for any free module M, especially for M=L(n). We complete
the proof by computing the rank of L(n)+ .
First we observe that for any module M we have the formula
rank(M+)= 12(rank(M)+m
+ (M)&m& (M)) and we apply it for M=
L(n). Lemma 3.5 gives us the values m+ (L(n)) and m& (L(n)). The rank
of L(n) is equal the sum of all ranks of the Yd with d | n. These are listed
in Table 2. All this together gives rank(L(n)+)= 12 .(n)+r&1. K
Lemma 4.2. L(n)+ $D(n).
Proof. The claim is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1. K
Using Lemma 4.2 we are now able to determine a basis of D(n). By
means of weak _-bases of the Yd for d | n and (I) of Section 2 bases of
(Yd)+ can be constructed. With the help of Theorem 2.4 we construct a
basis of L(n)+ which leads via the isomorphism of Lemma 4.2 to a basis
of D(n).
In the sequel we will give another approach using relative cyclotomic
numbers that opens the way for the construction of bases for cyclotomic
units. For n # N let K (n)=>d | n, d{n D(d ). We call D(n)@=D(n)K (n) the group
of n th relative cyclotomic numbers.
Lemma 4.3. D(n)@$(Yn)+ for n{4.
Proof. Setting N$=d | n, d{n Md and Q$=d | n, d{n (r+nd (r); r # Ed)
we obtain the commutative diagram
0 ww (N$Q$)+ ww L(n)+ ww (Yn)+ ww 0
(23)
0 K (n) D(n) D(n)@ ww 0.
The lower sequence is exact by definition. The upper sequence is exact
because the same sequence without ‘‘+’’ splits over _ (which is not the case
for n=4, so we have to exclude this case in the theorem). All vertical
arrows are surjective and the arrow in the middle is according to
Lemma 4.2 an isomorphism. The left vertical arrow in the diagram is a
restriction of this isomorphism and therefore also an isomorphism. With
that also the right vertical arrow is an isomorphism. K
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Lemma 4.4. D(n)@ is free for n{4.
Proof. Because (Yn)+ is free this follows directly from Lemma 4.3. K
Remark 4.5. Elementary calculations show that D(4)@ is a group with
two elements and therefore not free.
Theorem 4.6. Let n # N . If for each d | n, d{4 the set Bd@D (n)
induces a basis of D(d )@ we have:
(a) d | n Bd@ is a basis of D
(n) for n0 mod 4.
(b) [1&=4] _ .
d{2, 4
d | n
Bd@ is a basis of D(n) for n#0 mod 4.
Proof. With Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 2.4 a basis of L(n)+ is given by
the union of bases of the (Yd)+ where d | n with some slight modifications
for n#0 mod 4. This leads to the theorem via the isomorphisms from
Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. K
5. CYCLOTOMIC UNITS
We write uniquely
n=q1 } } } qr= p:11 } } } p
:r
r (24)
with qi= p:ii for i=1, ..., r and pi prime. Then the group of cyclotomic units
C (n) is modulo unit roots generated by
1&=aqi
1&=qi
where a # Gqi for i=1, ..., r
and
1&=ad where 1<d | n and d is not a prime power, a # Gd .
The key for the construction of bases of cyclotomic units from bases of
cyclotomic numbers is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let BC (n). Then B _ ri=1 [1&=qi] is a basis of D
(n) if
and only if B is a basis of C (n).
Proof. We show first the ‘‘only if ’’-case. Of course B is multiplicatively
independent in C (n). So it remains to show that B is a set of generators of C (n).
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We write u # C (n) as u=v >ri=1 (1&=qi)
bi with v # (B) and bi # Z. Taking
the absolute norm of Q(=n) on both sides gives 1=> ri=1 p
bi ki
i with
ki=.(n).(qi){0 and it follows that bi=0 for all i # [1, ..., r].
For the ‘‘if ’’-case we use the relation
‘
b#1 mod qp
b # Gq
(1&=bq)=1&=qp (25)
which holds for q= p: with :>1. Because of (1&=aq)(1&=q) # C
(n) the set
B _ ri=1 [1&=qi] is a set of generators of D
(n). The multiplicatively inde-
pendence of the 1&=qi and B follows by taking norms as in the ‘‘only if ’’-
case. K
Lemma 5.2. Let n>2. The rank of D(n) is 12.(n)+r&1.
Proof. The group of cyclotomic units has finite index in the full unit
group of Q(=n) (see [7]). Therefore we have rank(C (n))= 12.(n)&1 for
n>2 ([9], Proposition 7-6-1). The claim follows from Lemma 5.1. K
We define the relative cyclotomic units by C (n)@=C (n)L(n) with
L(n)=>d | n, d{n C (d ). The connection between relative cyclotomic units and
relative cyclotomic numbers is given by the isomorphisms
C (n)@$D(n)@ if n is not a prime power,
C (q)@$1&=
a
q
1&=q
K (q); a # GqD(q)@ if n=q is a prime power.
Analogously to Theorem 4.6 we obtain:
Theorem 5.3. Let n # N . If Bd@C (n) induces a basis of C (d )@ for d | n
then Bn=d | n Bd@ is a basis of C (n).
Proof. It is enough to consider the case when n is finite. The case n=
follows directly from the finite case. Let p be a prime and :>0. Because of
C ( p:&1)=L( p:) the sequence
1  C ( p:&1)  C ( p:)  C ( p:)@ 1 (26)
is exact. The group C ( p:)@ is free, because it is isomorphic to a subgroup of
D( p:)@ which is free for p:{4 and directly from the definition follows
C (4)@=1. By induction we deduce the claim of the theorem for n= p:. From
Lemma 5.1 it follows that Eq=[1&=q] _ Bq is a basis of D(q).
Let 3n be the set of all divisors of n which are not prime powers. By
Theorem 4.6 there exist Fd@D (n) with the following properties:
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(a) Fn=d | n Fd@ is a basis of D (n),
(b) Fqi=d | qi Fd@ is is a basis of D
(qi) for i=1, ..., r,
(c) Fd@=Bd@ for d # 3n .
By (c) we get Fn= ri=1 Fqi _ d # 3n Bd@ which is by (a) a basis of D
(n).
Using (b) we can exchange Fqi by Eqi and obtain
.
r
i=1
Eqi _ .
d # 3n
Bd@= .
r
i=1
[1&=qi] _ .
d | n
Bd@= .
r
i=1
[1&=qi] _ Bn (27)
as basis of D(n). With Lemma 5.1 the claim follows. K
For n # 3n we have
Z(n)+=(Yn)+ $D (n)@$C (n)@ . (28)
A basis of Z(n)+ follows from a weak _-basis of Z(n). A weak _-basis of
Z(n) can be constructed with the help of Table 1 and method (III) of
Section 2. In order to complete the construction of a basis of C (n) it
remains to give a basis for C (q)@ when q= p:. For :=1 it is well known [8]
that
{
1&=ap
1&=p
; 1<a< p2= (29)
induces a basis of C ( p)@ . For :>1 let 1=[b # Gqp ; 1b 12qp]. Then
{
1&=apa&1+bq
1&=q
; (b, a) # 1_[1, ..., p&1]= (30)
induces a basis of C (q)@ .
6. REMARKS
The aim of this paper is the construction of bases for cyclotomic units.
However there are further applications concerning the cyclotomic module
and weak _-bases. We give here two examples. For details see [1].
v A similar construction as for the group of cyclotomic units can be
done for the Stickelberger ideal. Let In the ideal generated by the
Stickelberger elements %(a)={ # Gn ( &a{n){
&1 and |n=7(Gn) for n
odd and |n= 127(Gn) for n even. Then we have in analogy to Lemma 4.2
the isomorphism L(n)& $I(|n) via Gd % a [ %(and ).
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v A stronger definition of weak _-bases can be used to construct
explicitly relations in the group of cyclotomic units, especially the relations
not arising from norm relations or complex conjugation which has been
discovered first by Ennola [2]. These relations are in our context implicitly
given by the set T in the exact sequence (21).
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